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A B S T R A C T 
Forecasting is a vitally important topic in the field of time series analysis, and has 
been commonly applied in many areas, such as business planning and management. In 
recent years, multiple forecasting has become more and more popular and is useful for the 
decision making process. In this thesis, we will focus on how to construct simultaneous 
prediction intervals for multiple steps ahead forecasts in vector time series. One of the 
most popular multivariate time series models is the vector aiitoregressive (VAR) process 
in which all the variables entering the system have identical order of aiitoregression. 
However, we may view the VAR process as a collection of several univariate stationary 
processes in which each variable may have different number of lags. Based on these two 
models, we propose t.wo methods for constructing simultaneous prediction intervals for 
multiple steps ahead forecasts in vector time series. The performances of the various 
methods will be compared by a simulation study in both two and three-dimensional VAR 
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1.1 The importance of forecasting 
111 lime series analysis, forecasting has been recognized as an important topic for a 
long time. It has been commonly applied in many real situations and continously plays an 
important role in various fields such as finance, marketing and management. For instance, 
hiiaiicial institutions have interest in forecasting exchange rates, interest rates and prices 
of derivatives. 
Moreover, forecasting is useful in our daily life. Einhorn and Hogarth (1982) gave the 
following example of forecasting which is closely related to our daily planning. 
‘...Originally, we planned to go for journey to a neighbor province. But the weather 
forecaster predicted that a typhoon will land on several provinces, including the province 
we are living in and the one we planned to go within a few days. Therefore, we should 
cancel our plan and remain at home or perhaps do some precautions, for instance, boarding 
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up property. If it is dangerous to stay at home, it would be better to evacuate to a safety 
place...'. 
In many situations, instead of a single forecast, multiple forecasts are more useful for 
making decisions. For instance, in order to decide whether it is necessary to reallocate 
the resources of a company, the company manager may be interested in forecasting all 
the monthly sales for the coming year simultaneously based on the previous monthly sales 
records. There is anot her example of multiple forecasts which can be found in Parigi and 
Schlitzer (1995). In this article, the data of Italian National Accounts are released by 
the Italian National Bureau of Statistics with a hvo-qimiters delay. Thus, based on the 
available early observations, one-step and two-step ahead forecasts of economic activities 
such as GDP will be helpful for the understanding of the current econoniy. 
Why do we need to construct simultaneous prediction intervals? Alpuini (1997) stated 
that 'Most of our time, the trajectory of the joint predictions can only be understood by 
constructing siniiiltaneous prediction intervals.' 
In addition, simultaneous prediction intervals are preferred rather than marginal in-
tervals in multiple forecasts. Ravishanker, Wu and Glaz (1991) pointed out that, 'When 
the problem under investigation is a simultaneous question based on multiple forecasts, 
the use of marginal prediction intervals will be misleading, since the overall coverage 
probability is too low.' 
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1.2 Objective 
In recent years, multivariate time series methods for handling a group of related time 
series have received a lot of attention. For instance, Hang Seng Index, the exchange rate 
and the interest rate are closely related time series. Thus, multiple time series analysis is 
needed for understanding the interrelationship among these variables. One of the simplest 
multivariate time series models is the vector autoregressive (VAR) models in which each 
variable is explained by its own past values and the past values of all the other variables 
ill t he system. 
Nevertheless, tlie vector autoregressive models (VAR) have restricted that all the vaxi-
ables entering the system have identical lag lengths. There is no reason to believe that 
the same lag length is appropriate for all variables. Hsiao (1981) refined the structure of 
a VAR system to overcome the mentioned problem in general VAR models. Actually, his 
original objective was for testing the causality among several time series variables. Based 
on his idea, we partition the vector autoregressive process into several linear equations. 
Each equation corresponds to a particular variable in the process and each variable is 
based on its past records and the past records of other variables, but the lag lengths need 
not to be the same. 
Liitkepohl (1993) and Chan, Cheung and Wii (1999) have discussed how to construct 
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joint forecast regions for vector autoregressive models. In this thesis, our objective is to 
construct simultaneous prediction intervals for multiple steps ahead forecasts in vector 
stationary time series. There will be two approaches for achieving the objective above. 
One is based on the vector autoregressive (VAR) models while another approach is based 
on a system of linear equations with exogenous variables which does not have any restric-
tion oil the lag lengths. In the next chapter, the procedures of constructing simultaneous 
prediction intervals for the multiple forecasts for VAR models will be described in de-
tail. Ill Chapter 3，the procedures of constructing siniultaneous prediction intervals for 
the multiple forecasts for a system of linear equation with exogenous variables will be 
described in detail. Two illustrative examples will be provided in Chapter 4. In Chapter 
5, a. simulation study is carried out for comparing the performances of the two methods 
and some concluding remarks are given. 
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Chapter 2 
Vector Autoregressive Model 
2.1 The VAR(p) model 
Vector autoregressive (VAR) model is widely used for modeling and forecasting iinil-
tivariate time series data. A A;-diiiieiisional VAR model with order ]) is clofinod as 
y^ = V + Aiy(_i + ... + ApYt-p + u^ t = 0, 土 1’ ± 2’.. . . (2.1) 
111 equation (2.1), yt = (2/i’/.’...，？/&’《)' is a random {k x 1) vector of time series, v — 
( a io , . . . , akoY is a fixed {k x 1) vector of intercept terms which allow for the possibility of 
a nonzero mean E(y(), and Aj (i = 1 , . . . are fixed {k x k) coefficient matrices where 
O-n.i . . • fl'lfc.i 
: • • • : . 
The white noise or innovation process is denoted by Ut = • . . , Uk^t)' which is a k-
climensional vector. U( is assumed to be independently and identically distributed with 
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E{ut) = 0, E{utu[) 二 Su and 丑(u,,u:J = 0 for i s. The covariance matrix is 
assumed to be nonsingular. Moreover, u^ is usually assumed to be Gaussian white noise, 
i.e. ut ~ Nk{0, S,,). 
Besides, any VAR(p) model can be written in VAR(l) form. The corresponding kp-
dirnensional VAR(l) model can be defined as 
Y,. 二 V + A Y h i + U , (2.2) 
where 
yt V II, 
y,_i 0 0 
Yf 二 ， V 二 ： ， U, = ： (2.3) 
_ y^-p+i J L 0 J 0 _ 
are all {kp x 1) vectors and A is a {kp x kp) matrix where 
Ai A2 … A p _ i Ap 
Ia： 0 … 0 0 
A = 0 Ik ••• 0 0 
0 0 . . . h 0 
The process is stationary if all eigenvalues of matrix A have modulus less than 1. This 
condition is equivalent to that the polynomial det(Ifcp — Az) has no root in and on the 
complex unit circle, or 
de t ihp for |z| g 1 . (2.4) 
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Under the stability assumption, the VAR(j9) model in equation (2.1) has an infinite 
moving average(MA) representation that is given by 
CO 
yt = u + ^ (2.5) 
i=0 
where u = (1^： — Ai — . . . — and {i ：= 1，2’...) are fixed {k x k) MA coefficient 
matrices which can be computed recursively by using 
i 
= and cl>. = ^ A, (2.6) 
j=i 
where A^ = 0 for j > p and the elements of are 
... <thk,i = ： ； • 
.(Pkl,i • • • (Pkk,i _ 
2.2 Least squares estimation method 
In general, there are a number of possible ways for estimating the parameters of 
VAR(p) models. The multivariate least squares (LS) estimation and the inaximuni likeli-
liood (ML) estimation are the commonly used methods. Between these two methods, the 
multivariate least squares (LS) estimation is easier and simpler to use. Moreover, their 
asymptotic properties (Liitkepohl, 1993, p.66-67, 82-85) are similar. Thus, the multivari-
ate least squares (LS) estimation will be used to estimate the parameters in our study 
and the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation will not be considered. 
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Assume that a /c-dimensional vector time series yi ’...，yr is available and that is 
generated by a stationary VAR(p) in equation (2.1). Furthermore, we assume that p 
pre-sample values y_p+i,...，yo are available. 
When the presample values are not available, we simply treat the first p observations 
as the presample values. Therefore, the actual sample size or the effective series length 
for a VAR(p) model is T = n — p where n is the original sample size. 
We define 
Y = ( y i，...’y r ) (A： X T ) 
B 二 ( v , A i , . . . , A , ) {kx{kp+l)) 
- 1 ‘ 
Z, = {{kp+l)xl) (2.7) 
_ Yt-p+i _ 
Z = {{kp+l)xT) 
U = (Ui , . . . ’ U7’） {k X T). 
When y i , . . . , y r are available, then the VAR(p) model in equation (2.1) can be written 
as the following form. 
Y = BZ + U. (2.8) 
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Nevertheless, the coefficients v, A i , . . . , A；, which are included in the matrix B and 
the covariance matrix are assumed to be unknown. Thus, the time series data will be 
used to estimate their values. That means Y and Z will be used to estimate B and 
The multivariate least squares (LS) estimator for B is (see Liitkepohl (1993，p.64)) 
B =(义 Ai’...，Ap) 二 Y Z ' ( Z Z ' ) - i (2.9) 
where ZZ' is assiinied to be nonsingiilar. 
From section 2.1, we know that 二 Thus, a plausible multivariate least 
squares (LS) estimator for the covariance matrix is (see Liitkepohl (1993, p .67)) 
S . = i ( Y - B Z ) ( Y - B Z ) ' . (2.10) 
Or, 
= i ( Y Y ' - YZ'(ZZ')—iZY'). (2.11) 
An adjustment for the degrees of freedom is desired due to the fact that in a regression 
with fixed, nonstochastir rogrossors, this loads to an iinbiasod estimator of the rovariaiico 
matrix. Besides, we can see that there are kp + 1 parameters in each of the k equations 
in equation (2.1). Thus, we obtain the following adjusted estimator for the LS estimated 
covariance matrix f V 
它 " = ( 2 . 1 2 ) 
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The two estimators and are asymptotically equivalent and their properties can 
be found in Liitkepohl (1993, p63-69). 
2.3 VAR order selection method 
111 practice, the order p of a VAR model is always unknown and has to be determined. 
To derive the value of p, we adopt the minimum Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) 
which is a commonly used model selection criterion for time series data. 
The AIC developed l)y Akaike (1974) from Fisher's maxiiniiiii likelihood principle has 
a great impact to the ；problems of model identification. Researchers of social and physical 
sciences always face the difficulty of how to select an adequate order or dimension of a 
statistical model. The traditional approach for selecting the order is by the hypothesis 
testing procediiros in whidi a siilojortivo judgment for tlio derision of levels of signifiranco 
is required. On the contrary, the AIC method provides researchers an objective and 
practical way for their problems. In model building, the AIC will decrease when variables 
are added to the model. At a certain point, the criterion will increase, which is a signal 
that the added variables may not be necessary. The value of AIC itself is an estimate 
goodness of fit of the model, so the statistic is attempting to adjust the fit, of the model 
by the number of parameters included. The minimum AIC estimate (MAICE) gives the 
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minimum value of the AIC among all other competing models. 
For VAR model, the unknown order is estimated by the MAICE p which minimizes 
the AIC given by 
AIC⑷二 + (2.13) 
where T is the sample size, k is the dimension of the time series and is the least 
square estimate of based on aii VAR(p) model for p = 0，1，...，尸.The preassignecl 
value P is a finite upper limit of the order of the autoregressive model. If po is the true 
value of p, it is supposed t hat Po < P < oo. 
2.4 Constructing simultaneous prediction intervals pro-
cedures 
Multiple forecasts are useful for the decision making process. For instance, based 
on previous monthly sales records, a marketing manager is interested in forecasting all 
monthly sales for the coming year siniultaneoiisly. In this section, we are going to discuss 
how to construct simiiltaneons prediction intervals of y\^t+h where Ji = 1 , . . . , L in k-
dimensional VAR(p) models and we assume that yt follows a Gaussian process and the 
VAR order p is known. Obviously, the result can be extended to construct simultaneous 
prediction intervals of Ui^ t+k where /i = 1 , . . . , L for other i. 
Assume that the intercept vector v, the coefficient matrices Ai,...，Ap in (2.1) and 
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the covariance matrix E^ are known. Then, the optimal /7,-step ahead linear minimum 
mean squared error (MSE) forecast at forecast origin t is (see Liitkepohl (1993，p85)) 
Ytih) = v + AiYtih _ 1) + . . . + ApYtih — p) (2.14) 
where yt{j) = yt+j for j < 0 with forecast, error being 
h-l 
et{h) 二 — yt{li) 二 f (2.15) 
7；=0 
where the are tlie coefficient matrices of the MA representation of yt defined in (2.6). 
The forecast error is distributed as multivariate noniial with mean 0 and the MSE 
matrix of yt{h) is 
/卜1 
= 少工真 (2.16) 
7:=0 
111 the following sections, we introduce the Bonferroni procedure and the 'Exact' pro-
cedure for constructing the 100(1 — cv)% simultaneous prediction intervals of ；|/i’t+" where 
}i — 1 ,2 , . . . , jL . 
2.4.1 Bonferroni procedure 
Liitkepohl (1993, p.34) proposed a conservative method, which is based 011 the first 
order Bonferroni inequality, for joint prediction interval construction. Based on his idea, 
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the approximate 100(1 — a)% simultaneous prediction intervals for yi^t+k where h = 
1, 2 , . . . , L based on Bonferroni procedure is given by 
iVlA^l) - Z(a/2L)(^n{h) , yi，t(h) + (2.17) 
where z�n/2L~) is the [a/2L){\\ upper percentile of the standard normal distribution and 
Gn{h) is the square root, of the first diagonal element of Ey(/^) given in (2.16). 
2.4.2 The 'Exact' procedure 
Let ei’t,L = (ei，<(l)，.. •，ei’,（L))' follow a multivariate normal distribution with mean 
0 and covariaiice matrix Se’L where ei’t,(i) is the first element of et(i). Suppose 
lKi’,("）= ei，,(")/(Wrr(ei’“/0))"2 for h = l,...,L (2.18) 
and let Wi’,�=(t4,i，t(l)’.. .，H,u(L))'. Then Wi，,.’l follows a iimltivariate normal dis-
tribution with mean 0 and correlation matrix Rv\/l • The element of Rv\/l is obtained as 
in the following. 
Consider the m-step ahead forecast error, 
7n- 1 
e/(/7i) 二 ^ for m = 1，. •. ’ L (2.19) 
1=0 
and let 1 < m < h < L. Then, the /z-step ahead forecast error can be rewritten as 
h—i 
et(h) = f 卜i 
i =0 
h - m — 1 771 — 1 
= ^ ^iUt+k-i + ^ ^i+k-mllt+nr-i (2.20) 
i=0 1=0 
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and the covariance matrix between and e “ m ) is 
m_l 
Cov(et(h),et(7n)) = ^ 屯; (2.21) 
i=0 
二 ( S i j ( J l , 7 7 l ) , 1 < i j < k). 
Thus, the covariance between ei’“h) and ei’t(m) is Sn(h, m). 
After finding all Sn{}i, w) for 1 < m < h < L, we can find out Rw-.l which is 
Rus l =(�?、“"，,— 二 Pu(h,m), 1 < m < h < L). (2.22) 
The 'Exact' 100(1 — tt)% simultaneous prediction intervals of y\,t^h where = 1 , . . . , L 
are 
[yiM — cau{h) , + r.cjn{h)) (2.23) 
where c is solved by the following equation 
l - a ' = P [ |M, i，,(/0 |Sc，" 二 1’...，L1 
= [ • • • f f(uu” …，WtL)dw“..-dwtL (2.24) J —c J —c 
where f(Wt” •. •, lutjj is the multivariate normal density function of Wi“.’_l. 
In order to construct, 'Exact' 100(1 - a)% simultaneous prediction intervals, we need 
to solve equation (2.24) for the value c which depends on the correlation matrix Rh/ l -
We can use the algorithm by Schervish (1984) to compute the value c. However, it 
is computationally impractical because it takes extremely long computational time for 
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L — 7 and infeasible for L > 8 (Glaz and Ravishanker, 1991). The above difficulty can 
be solved by applying the transformation technique proposed by Genz (1992). 
Consequently, the 'Exact' 100(1 —0：)% simultaneous prediction intervals of yi^t+h where 
h == 1, • • •, jL can be obtained in equation (2.23). 
When the true coefficients of B = (v, A i , . . . ’ A,)) and are unknown, we can simply 
replace them by B = (v, A i , . . . , A^) and Moreover, if the true order p is unknown, 
we iiiay simply replace it by p mentioned in section 2.3. 
Ill the following sections, we will write the detailed steps of constructing simultaneous 
prediction intervals of iji^i+h where h = 1,2,3 Ibr k = 2 and k = 3 respectively when the 
order and all the i)arameters are unknown. 
2.4.3 Two variables case 
For k = 2, the VAR model with order p can be rewritten as the following equations. 
p p 
Vht = aio + + ^0.1202,1-1 + ui^t 
/=i z=i 
p V 
//2，t = « 2 0 + ^ + ^ a.22jy2,t.-l + U2,t 
1=1 l=i 
where u = (ui^t, ^2,/,)' is assumed to be Gaussian white noise and we let 
[ ‘ 
Suppose that the order p and all the parameters are unknown and we can simply 
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find out their ostimates by following the procedures in section 2.2 and section 2.3. The 
estimates of all the parameters are 
7 (ln,i 1^2,i 1 八 谷 1 0 Ki — A ’ A ’ and V = 汽 
2^1,1 ^22,i <^20 
i^u = [ f 今2 _ 
r/12 
where i = 1’... ’p. The following are the steps of constructing the sinmltaneoiis prediction 
intervals for :Vi’,+/t where Ji = 1, 2, 3. 
Step 1: The estimates of the optimal h-step ahead linear minimum mean squared error 
(iMSE) forecasts at forecai>t origin t for yij. and y2,t are respectively 
P V 
fjiAh) = a 10 + — 0 + X I 谷 12’'众2，t(/i - 0 
1=1 1=1 
P V 
ih’t.W 二 如()+ - 0 + — 0 
/=1 1=1 
where 认’t(j) = yi,t+j for j < 0. Note that we need to update both 仏’“/i) and y2,t{h) 
before updating +1) and 紅 1 ) . By the above equations, we can calculate 
the values 紅<(1)，仏’t� and 仏，“3). 
Step 2: By equation (2.16), the estimates of the variances of the 1-step, 2-step and 3-step 
16 
ahead forecast error can be obtained as follows: 
\4./-(61’,(2))=对1(2) = + + + 2 a n , i a i 2 , i 4 
\/rrr(ei’,(3)) = = ((a'f,^, + ai2,i«2i,i + + 的 i’i + l ) d j 
+ ((«11,1«12,1 + ai2,ld22,l + 6I2’2)2 + ^12,1) <^2 
+ 2((对1，1 + fll2,l«21J + «ll,2)(ftll,l«12,l + ftl2,l«22.1 + <^ 12,2) 
+ ^11,1^12,1)^12-
Note that d.ijj = 0 if / > p. 
S t e p 3: The 100(1 — q)% simult aneous prediction intervals of i/i’,+/,, where h = 1, 2, 3 based 
oil t he Boiiferroni procedure can be obtained as follows: 
('&’<(") - 2;(o/6)0-ii(/i)，yi,t{h) + 2；(«/6)0-11 (/?-))• 
S t e p 4: By using equation (2.21)，all the estimates of the covariances can be obtained as 
follows: 
Ccw(ei,J2)，ei，t(l)) = >§11(2,1) = an, \d\ + a^^dl^ 
Ccw(ei’t(3)’ ei,t(l)) = Sii(3,1) 二 （SiuSii.i + Si2>2i，i + 
+ (ail,1^12,1 + ^12,1^22,1 + 知 2，2)C?12 
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Coi;(ei,t(3), ei’t(2)) = Sii(3, 2)=(知’1(&11’1&11，1 + ai2,ia2i,i + 1^1,2) + 
+ai2,i(aii,iai2,i + ai2,1^22,1 + ^12, 
+ (aii,i(aii,i«i2,i + «i2,i«22,i + ^12,2) 
+«i2,i(«n,1^11,1 + ai2,i«2i,i + 011,2) + ai2,i)fi?2-
Note that 知’,=0 if / > ；；. As a result, the estimate Rvi'.s can be found out by 
putting corresponding estimates in equation (2.22) and note that Su (i, i) = 
for i = 1,2,3. 
S t e p 5: The 'Exact' 100(1 — 0：)% sinmltaneous prediction intervals of where h — 1,2，3 
can he obtained as follows: 
{yi,,.{h) - can{h) , fji^tih) + cau{h)) 
where c is solved l)y equation (2.24) and note that L = 3. 
2.4.4 Three variables case 
For k —— 3, the VAR model with order p can be rewritten as the following equations. 
P P P 
" " = " 1 0 + ^an,iy\,t.-i + …2,i?/2’卜 / + + Ulj. 
1=1 M /=i p p p 
y2�t = ^20 + «21,/?yi,t-/ + (122,11/2,1-1 + tt23,/2/3,t-/ + U2,t 
1 = 1 1=1 1=1 
P P P 
m’t = (1-30 + + + X I ( 之 + «3，< 
1=1 l=\ 1=1 
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where u = (?ii’t, W2，“ ii;3’i)' is assumed to be Gaussian white noise and we let 
— ^12 (绍 0^ 23 • 
Suppose that the order p and all the parameters are unknown and we can simply 
find out their estimates by following the procedures in section 2.2 and section 2.3. The 
estimates of all the parameters are 
A i = (121,i (1-22,1 (h3,i a n d v = 0 , 2 0 
_ «31,i ^32,7： « 3 3 , i 」 ^30 _ 
(卜\ (1—12 (卜I:� 
Su 二 dy) (h 南3 
where i = 1，•.. .p. The following are the steps of coiistnicting the siniultaneous prediction 
intervals for iju+h where li = 1,2,3. 
S t e p 1: The estimates of the optimal h-step ahead linear niiiiiniiini mean squared error 
(MSE) forecast at forecast origin t for :vu’ 1)2,t and y-i^ i are respectively 
p p p 
仏，= «io + au,iyi,t{^i - /) + ^ - 0 + X I - I) 
1=1 1=1 1=1 p p p 
y2,tUi) = fl20 + a2i,ifjI,tih - 0 + X ] 知 仏 , - 0 + ^ — 0 
/=1 /=1 1=1 p p p 
ys,tUi)=知0 + E - 0 + X I 知2,�kt(/i - 0 + X ] 一 I) 
/=! /=! /=1 
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where yi,t{j) = yi,t+j for j < 0. Note that we need to update both y2,t{h) 
and y3^t{h) before updating yi,t{h + 1), 1/2,+ 1) and 叙t(/.i + 1). By the above 
equations, we can calculate the values 力i’/;(l),仏’t(2) and yi,t{^). 
S t e p 2: By equation (2.16), the estimates of the variances of the 1-step, 2-step and 3-step 
ahead forecast error can be obtained as follows: 
\^r(ei’,(l)) =的 1(1) = rf? 
\ /« / r (eu(2) )=好 1 ( 2 ) =(的 i ’ ! + 1)":? + ^ ^ A + ''uA + 2 « i u a i 2 , i 4 
〜 〜） 
+2aii,]ai3,i(/i3 + 2oi2,iai3,i''^i3 
W/-(ei’f ⑶）=的 1(3) = ((«11,1«11,1 + ai2，i 如1’1 + «i3,i«3i,i + 知 1,2)2 + 的11 + 1)老 
+ ((ail.1^12,1 + «]2,1«'22,1 + f)'13，l 知2，1 + 谷 12，2 尸 + 对2，1)尚 
+ 1^13,1 + «12,]«23,1 + «13,1«33,1 + + 54’1)(§ 
+2((aii,iaii,i + ai2,ia2i,i + ai3,1031,1 + Sn’2)(知’ idi2，i 
+0.12,1^22,1 + ai3,l«32,l + «12’2) + 
+2((aii,iai2,i + ^12,1^22,1 + 1^32,1 + a i 2 , 2 ) ( a i i , i « i 3 , i 
+&12’1 如3’1 + 1^3,1^ 33,1 + 1^3,2) + ai2,iai3,l)c?23 
+2((aii,iaii,i + 知’ 1621,1 + 1^3,1^ 31,1 + &11’2)(5'11’1&13’1 
+ 1^23,1 + a i 3 , l « 3 3 , l + ^13,2) + &11’1&13’1)C^13. 
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Note that aij^i = 0 if / > p. 
Step 3: The 100(1 — a)% simultaneous prediction intervals of yi^t+h. where h = 1,2,3 based 
on the Bonferroni procedure can be obtained as follow. 
(fjl’tW — ,仏， tW + 2 ; ( a / 6 ) ( ^ l l ( / 0 ) 
s t e p 4: By using equation (2.21), all the estimates of the covariances can be obtained as 
follows: 
CW(ei’t(2),ei’,.(l)) = .§11 (2,1) = Aii’if好 + au,J ' i2 + 
Cov{ei^,,{3), ei,,.(!)) = Sn(3,1) = (an,1^11,1 + «i2,ift2i.i + …3’i知i，i + 011,2)^? 
A 八2 
+ (« ! ! ,1«13 ,1 + fll2,l«23,l + «13,1«33,1 + 
Cou(ei’j3)’ ei’t(2)) = Sii(3,2) = (aii,i(aii,iaii,i + 012,1^21,1 + 〜3，i 如i’i + an,2) 
+ 0-11,1)^ ? + 0,12,l("ll,1^12.1 + «12,]«22,1 
+ ai3,l«32,l + &12’2)C§ + ai3,l(ail,iai3,l 
+ ai2,l«23,l + ^13,1^33,1 + 
+ 1^ 12,1 + «12,1^ 22,1 + ^ 13,1^ 32,1 
+^12,2) + ai2,i(aii,1^11,1 + ai2,i«2i,i 
+ ^ 13,1^ 31,1 + ^11,2) + 
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+ ( ^11 , l ( a i l , 1 ^13 ,1 +&12’1 如3,1 + «13,1«33,1 
+&13’2) + 1^11,1 + 1^21,1 
+013,1(231,1 + an,2) + SI3’I)(^ ?3 
+ (^12,1(^11,1^13,1 + 0-12,1^23,1 + ^13,1^33,1 
+013,2) + 1^12,1 + 1^2,1^22,1 
+ 0-13,1^32,1 + &12，2))f§3. 
Note that 知’/ = 0 if / > p. As a result, the estimate Riv,3 can be found by putting 
coriespoiiding estimates in equation (2.22). Note that .Si 1 (i, i) = for i = 1, 2，3. 
Step 5: The 'Exact' 100(1 — a)% simultaneous prediction intervals oiyi^t+h where h — 1，2, 3 
can be obtained as follows: 
{yiM — c(Tii(/0 ,仏’t(/0 + c(Tii(/0) 
where c is solved by equation (2.24) and note that L = 3. 
By using the similar procedures described in this section 2.4, we can also find out 




A System of Linear Equations with 
Exogenous Variables 
3.1 Restriction of VAR model 
The vector autoregressive models (VAR) have restricted that all the variables entering 
the system have identical orders. This assumption may not generally valid for many time 
series data especially for economic time series, and may induce bias in the forecasting 
value. Thus, a system of linear equations is required for allowing each variable with a 
different number of lags. 
Suppose that the vector stationary time series consists of k components, say 
{yi，t,y"2’t, •. •, yk,t}- Then their relationship can be written as k sets of linear equations 
which are 
mi2 771 u-
m’t = 1^0 + ^ Ai,/2/i,t-/ + ^ Pi2,iy2,t-i + • • • + ^ 0ik,iyk,t-i + 
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m22 "卞. 
y2’t = ^20 + X ] ‘32i�iyi,t-i + + ... + X I f^mVk^t-i + 叫 (3.1) 
/=1 Z=1 1=1 
"n-i mA.2 niu-k 
yk,t = Pko + ,3kixyi’t-i + ^ Pk2，im�t-i + • • • + ^ ihk,iyk,t-i + 
1=1 1=1 1=1 
where niij are the lag lengths, f3io are constants,汰么/ are fixed coefficients and 
{s\.t. 1^2,1, • • . , €k,t} are mutually uncorrelated white noise process with finite variances 
( _ . � , . . • 1 I f; • 
Actually，for each equation in equation (3.1), we can treat it. as a multiple regression 
iiiodol. For instance, in the first equation in equation (3.1)’ i j u - i , . . . , yk,t-i are the 
regressors where y � t is the response. In the following t.wo sections, we will introduce how 
to estimate the parameters and the lag lengths for each equation in equation (3.1) when 
the parameters and the lag lengths are unknown. 3.2 Least squares estimation method 
In this section, the least squares (LS) estimation applied in multiple regression will be 
used for estimating the parameters in equations (3.1) and we assume that 力.are known 
for 1 <i,j < k. Moreover, we let p = max [mi 1 < i, j < k). 
Suppose that a A:-diniensional vector time series yi ’ . . .， i s available. Furthermore, 
we assume that p pre-sample values y_p+i , . . . ,yo are available. 
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Firstly, wo focus on tho first linear equation in equation (3.1) which is 
Tn]i mi2 mile 
yi,t = Ao + ^ fhi,iyi,t-i + [�2_-1 + … + X ] fhk,iyk,t-i + £i，t (3.2) 
1=1 1=1 1=1 
where t = 1,... ,T. 
Then, we define 
Yi 二 (?/i，i,...,?/i’T)' (Tx 1) 
Bi ("10，"11，1’ . . •，Al’mii’ • . • • AA:,1> • . •’ Afc.miJ' (((爪 11 + • • • + m k ) + 1) X 1) 
U j 二 （q’i，‘..，£ri，T)' ( T x l ) ( 3 . 3 ) 
- 1 “ 
yit-i 
Zi,t == 机'—讯u (((mil + ••• + mik) + 1) X 1) 
yk’t-i 
.yk’t-mu. _ 
Z i 二 （ Z i ’ i ’. . .， Z i ’ : r ) ' ( T x ( ( m i i + . . . + ' m u - ) + l ) ) 
The linear equation (3.2) can be written as the following matrix form. 
Yi = Z i B i + U i . (3.4) 
The coefficients /?io, Pn,i ’ . . . ， ， . •.，Afc，i, •. • ’ Afc’mu. which are included in B i and 
the variance of £i’t are assumed to be unknown. Thus, the time series data will be used 
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to estimate their values. That means Y i and Zi will be used to estimate B i and cj. The 
least squares (LS) estimator for B i is 
B i = (Ao,成 1,1’... ’ 成 i，mii，... ’ . •. ’ Aa;’7uiJ' = ( Z i Z i ) - i Z ' i Y i (3.5) 
and note that Z'^Zi is assumed to be nonsingular. 
Also, the residual sum of squares is 
SSnes = (Yi — Z i B i ) ' ( Y i - Z i B i ) (3.6) 
The unbiased estimator of the variance Cj is given by 
苟 = 了 - — i + .l 為 ) — l ( Y i - Z - Z . B . ) . (3.7) 
By using the similar procedures in this section, we can estimate all the parameters in 
the remaining k - 1 linear equations in equation (3.1). 
3.3 Hsiao's sequential method for estimating the lag 
lengths 
In practice, the lag lengths niij for I < < k are always unknown and have to be 
determined. Hsiao (1979, 1981) introduced a sequential testing procedure to determine 
the values of rriij where I < i, j < k for multivariate autoregressive process. Hsiao (1981) 
applied this idea to U.S. postwar money and income data and found that the model 
generated by the sequential procedure was useful due to the fact that it can serve as a 
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reduced formulation to avoid imposing false restrictions on the model. Thus, we will use 
the sequential method to estimate all the lag lengths. In the following sections, we will 
demostrate the procedures for the two variables case and the three variables case. 
3.3.1 Two variables case 
For a bivariate autoregressive model, we have the following equations. 
mil mi2 
Vht = Ao + ^ Ai，/2/u-z + 丨佛’"+ 1^，, 1=1 l=\ 
7(121 771,22 
y2,t = ,^20 + nil,t-l + ^ 322,iy2,t-l + 
；=1 /=1 
We set a preassigned value P wliidi is a finite upper limit of all the lag lengths m.ij， 
i, j = 1, 2. Suppose that a two-dimensional vector time series y i , . . . ’ y r is available. 
Fiirtheniiore, we assume that P pre-sample values y-p+i,..., yo are available. Without 
loss of generality, we will only work on yi^ t for simplicity. The following steps are the 
procedures of the sequential method. 
Step 1: We consider the equation which regresses yi’t on its own lags. 
mil 
m’t = Ao + ^ ,3ii’iy�t-i + 
1=1 
Step 2: For each m u = 0,1,..., P , we construct Y i , B i and Zi in equation (3.3) where 
k = 2 and m,i2 = 0, and calculate Bi and the residual sum of squares SSnesiTnii) 
by equation (3.5) and (3.6) respectively. 
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s t e p 3: We adopt the Akaike's (1969) minimum Final prediction error (FPE) as a model 
selection criterion to determine the optimal lag length. Thus, we calculate 
FPECmn) 二 二 + 爪n + 1 然彻;—i) 
^ “ T - mu - 1 T 
for 777.11 = 0,1,.. . , p . Then, m u is the selected lag length such that F P E ( 7 n n ) = 
iniii(FPE(mii)) for 'm.u = 0,1,..., P. 
S t e p 4: We add the other variable and consider the following equation which regresses on 
the lags oJr'"i’t and y2’t together. 
mn "'12 
VIA = Ao + + ^ 0my‘2�t-i + ^Lt.-
1=1 1=1 
s t e p 5: For each 77712 = 1,…’ -P, we construct Y i , B i and Zi in equation (3.3) and calculate 
Bi and the residual sum of squares SSResimiii f^u) by equation (3.5) and (3.6) 
respectively. 
S t e p 6: We calculate 
PDr,八 、了+ + 爪 12 + 1 SSB.es{'mu，mu) FPE 772,11 , mi2 = ^ ： 7 ^ T - mil — 771,12 - 1 丄 
for mi2 = 1,...’ P. Then, mi2 is the selected lag length such that FPE(mii , 777,12)= 
min(FPE(mii , 771.12)) for mu = 1,..., P. 
S t e p 7: Finally, we compare FPE(mii ) and FPE(7nii,77112). If FPE(mii) < FPE('mii,77112), 
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then the estimated values of mn and m u are rhu and 0, otherwise the estimated 
values are 77?.n and 77112. 
3.3.2 Three variables case 
For a trivariate autoregressive model, we have the following equations. 
in 12 mi3 
yi,t = Ao + + Pi2,iy2,t-i + Y1 '^mv-u-i + £i,t 
1 = 1 1 = 1 7Ji21 7)i22 爪 23 
y‘2�t = fhQ + ^ p2i,iyi,t-i + ^ 322,iy2,t-i + ^ Q-nmd-i + 
1=1 1=1 1=1 "»31 11132 "^ 33 
？J3,t = ^30 + y^.^31,/?；!,<-/ + [032X112,1-1 + ^ p33,iys,t-l + 
1=1 /=1 t=l 
Similar to t wo variables case, we set a preassignecl value P which is a finite upper limit of 
all the lag lengths mij, i,j = 1,2,3. Suppose that a three-dimensional vector time series 
Y i , . . . is available. Furtherniore, we assume that P pre-sample values y-/)+i，...,yo 
are available. Without loss of generality, we will only work on ijij, for simplicity. The 
following steps are the procedures of the sequential method. 
Step 1: Adopt Step 1 to Step 6 in the t.wo variables case. 
Step 2: We consider the following equation which regresses on the lags of yi’t and ys’t to-
gether. 
mil mi3 
yi,t = Ao + y^Jhi,iyi,t-i + ^ + 
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s t e p 3: For each 771-13 = 1, •••, P , we construct Y i , B i and Zi in equation (3.3) and calculate 
Bi and the residual sum of squares S S R e s { m m b y equation (3.5) and (3.6) 
respectively. 
S t e p 4: We calculate 
X T + mu + mi3 + 1 SSRe,s(mn, m.13) 
FPE(爪 ii,mi3) = - ： 
i — 777.11 — 777.13 一 1 丄 
for 77?. 13 = 1，...’/). Then, /hi3 is the selected lag length such that FPE(77?.n, 777,13)= 
miii(FPE(/??ii，mi3)) for niu = 1,..., P. 
S t e p 5: Compare the three F P E values which are FPE(mii ) , F P E C " ? . i i，a i i d FPE(/??.ii, /nia). 
Case 1) IF FPE(/77.ii) is the smallest value, then the estimated lag lengths of 777.1.1, 
777.12 and 77? 13 are /hn , 0 and 0 respectively. 
Case 2) If FPE(/Un,777,12) is the smallest value, then continue the following steps. 
1. We add the third variable '"3，/； and consider the following equation which re-
gi'esses on the lags of yi’t, y2,t. and 取t. together. 
mil ？?12 
yu = Ao + y^ 3u,iyi,t-i + ^ Pi2,iy2,t-i + ^PvsAt-i + ei’t 
1=1 1=1 1=1 
2. For each 77713 = 1 , P , we construct Y i , B i and Zi in equation (3.3) and 
calculate Bi and the residual sum of squares •'子?'i，九 12，'爪 13) by equation 
(3.5) and (3.6) respectively. 
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3. We calculate 
A 、 了 + 论11 + 南12 + 爪 1 3 + 1 (论 11 ,讼 12，爪13) FPE(7nii, 77112, mia) = ~~： ： r 1 - mil -饥 12 - mi3 — 1 T 
for 77213 = 1，…’ P- Then, mi3 is the selected lag length such that FPE(mii, mi2, mia) 
=min(FPE(7fiii, 爪 13)) for 777,13 二 1,..., P. 
4. Compare FPE(7�“ 1,7^ 112) and FPE(7九 11，7f?.i2’7^ 13). If FPE(?nii,77212) < 
FPE('mii, m\2, ^13)，then the estimated lag lengths of 777,11，rn\2 and mrs are 
mil , '^12 and 0 respectively. Otherwise, the estimated lag lengths of m n , 777,12 
and 777 13 are ??? 11, mi2 and 777.13 respectively. 
Case 3) If FPE('mii, mia) is the smallest value, then continue the following steps. 
1. We add the third variable y2’t and consider the following equation which re-
gresses oil the lags of yi’t, ysj. and y2’t together. 
mil mi3 mi2 
yi,t = fho + f^n^iVht-i + + fh2,iy2,t-i + £u 
l=\ 1=1 1=1 
2. For each 11112 = 1,..., P , we construct Yi , B i and Zi in equation (3.3) and 
calculate Bi and the residual sum of squares ('而11，7^13，爪 12) by equation 
(3.5) and (3.6) respectively. 
3. We calculate 
PDP/ s T + mu + 777.13 + 爪 12 + 1 SSResi'inn，rrh2) 
FPE(mii,mi3,7ni2) = - ； : r I — mil 一 '爪13 — 777.12 — 1 丄 
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for 77112 = 1,..., p . Then, m u is the selected lag length such that FPE(?nii, 77113,命 12) 
= m i n ( F P E ( m i i , 7ni3, ^12)) for rriu = 1,..., P. 
4. Compare FPE(mii,777.13) and FPE(7nii,mi3,77112). If FPE(mi i ,mis) < 
F P E ( m n , 772,13,77212) , then the estimated lag lengths of m n , 77113 and rriu are 
77?.ii, 77?. 13 and 0 respectively. Otherwise, the estimated lag lengths of m n , 77213 
and mi2 are ihn, this and mi2 respectively. 
For y2’t and y.协 the procedures can be derived analogously. Furthermore, the hsiao's 
sequential method can be extended to a general case with k variables by using the similar 
steps described in this section. 
3.4 Using VAR model to construct simultaneous pre-
diction intervals 
In this section, we are going to discuss how to construct simultaneous prediction 
intervals for yi^t+k where h = 1,..., L. 
Ill fact, equation (3.1) can be rewritten as a VAR(p) model which is 
y\,t PiQ A 1,1 A2,i ... A/e,i yi’t.-i 
y2,t (ho ,321,1 ,^22,1 • . •卢2fc’l y~2’t-l . = . + . . . . + … 
_ y k , t � "如」 L "札 1 饭2’i …i3kk, i J [ yk,t-i _ 
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Ai,p A2,p . • • Afc,p yi,t-p 
P2l�p P22,p • • • P2k,p y2,t-p £2,t : : .. : : . ( ) 
_ lhl’p l^k2,p . . . I^kk,p J I yk,t-p J [ £k,t _ 
where p = max[mij, I <i,j < k), pij^i = 0 if / � m i j and £1’“. . . , Sk,t are assumed to be 
Gaussian white noises. 
Then we let, 
Ai,i • • • fhk’i ！310 
Ai = ： . . . ： and v 二 ； • （3.9) 
_ Pkl,i • • • J L Pko . 
Then, equation (3.8) can be rewritten as 
y« = v + Aiyt_i + . . . + Aj,y t-p + Uf 
where yt 二 (yi’t,..., and Ut = (£1’/.，.. ’ Aioreover, the covariance matrix of u^ 
is 
“cf 0 … 0 _ 
0 4 ••• 0 , 、 Sii 二 ： ：2 : . (3.10) 
4 ‘ 
0 0 … 4 
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Assume that the intercept vector v, the coefficient matrices A i , . . . , Ap and the co-
variance matrix are known. Then, the optimal h - s t e p ahead linear minimum mean 
squared error (MSE) forecast at forecast origin t is 
y t { h ) = v + A i y t i h — 1) + . . . + A p Y t i h - p ) (3.11) 
where y t { j ) = Y t + j for j < 0 with forecast error being 
ii-i 
e t { h ) = yt+h — y t { h ) = (I>iU,.+"-i’ (3.12) 
屯'jS arc the rooffirioiit inatricos of the MA roprosontatioii of yt dofiiiocl in (2.6). 
The forecast error is distributed as iiiiiltivaxiate normal with mean 0 and the MSE 
matrix of y t { J i ) is 
h-l = E 巾!4 中;. （3.13) 
1 = 0 
3.4.1 Bonferroni procedure 
Based on section 2.4.1, the conservative simultaneous prediction intervals of y]_’t+h 
where h = 1 , . . . , L based on the Bonferroni procedure are 
{ y u W - ^a/2L)(^n{h) , m’tW + ^(a/2L)O-ll(/0) (3.14) 
where z�a /2L� i s the ( a /2L) th upper percentile of the standard normal distribution. 
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3.4.2 The 'Exact' procedure 
Refer to section 2.4.2, the 'Exact' 100(1 - a)% simultaneous prediction intervals of 
？/i’t+/i where h = 1 , . . . , L are 
{yi,tW — c{c7n{h)) , mAh) + c{au{h))) (3.15) 
where c is solved by equation (2.24) and au{h) is the square root of the first diagonal 
element of Sy(/i). In order to solve equation (2.24) for the value c, we have to compute 
Rvk,L. The procedures foi. finding out IIvv.-,l h朋 been shown in section 2.4.2. 
When the v, A i’...，A , ) and are imkiiown, we can simply replace tlieiii by the 
estimates which are 
� A A 1 �A "I 
•.. Plk,i Ao 
A,. = ； . . . ； and � = : (3.16) 
.Pkl,i • • • pkk,i� L AcO _ 
‘ c f 0 … 0 -
八 0 cl ••• 0 , 、 : . : (3.17) . . * • 
0 0 ••• cl 
and note that 白ij�i 二 0 if / � n i i j . Furthermore, if the lag lengths rriij for I < < k 
are unknown, we may simply replace them by ifiij mentioned in section 3.3. Also, p = 
max{mij, 1 <i,j < k). 
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Ill the following sections, we will show the detailed steps of how to construct simul-
taneous prediction intervals for y\^t+h where h = 1,2,3 for k = 2 and k = 3 respectively 
when all the lag lengths and parameters are unknown. 
3.4.3 Two variables case 
For k = 2, we have the following equations for a bivariate autoregressive model. 
m’t = Ao + ^ + Yl 风 2,,2/2,t-/ + 
1=1 1=1 
7(121 " 1 2 2 
y'U = 32(\ + + ^ 322,11/2,1-1 + 
Suppose that all t he lag lengths and all the paraiiieters are unknown and we can simply 
find out thoir ostiinatos by following the procoduroR as in sortion 3.2 and section 3.3. The 
following steps are the procedures of constructing the simultaneous prediction intervals 
for in，t+h where h = 1’ 2, 3. 
Step 1: The optimal h-step ahead linear mininmm mean squared error (MSE) forecast at 
forecast origin i for yi�t and y2,t are respectively 
mil in 12 
VuVi) = Pio + E Ai，/,〖;)U" - l) + YJuAj2’t�h 一 /) 
1=1 Z=1 
m21 7h22 
mW = f\o + ^ 知ixihAh -1) + ^ fh2mAh - 0 /=i 1=1 
where 叙’二 yi’t+j for j < 0 and note that we need to update both yi,t{h) and 
y2,t{^) before updating 仏,t(h+ 1) and ih’t�h + 1). By using the above equations, we 
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can calculate the values 众i，f(l), and yi’t(3). 
Step 2: By equation (3.13), the estimates of variances of the 1-step, 2-step and 3-step ahead 
forecast error can be obtained. 
Var{e,A^)) = = cj 
\/ar(ei’,(2)) 二的1(2) = ( A ^ � + 1)6? + ,街2’i与 
l / a ,� (eu(3) ) = = {{f?u,i + + A1.2)' + /)?i，i + l)c? 
/N A A 2 八 2 \ 
+ ((Al’l 历2’1 + P[2,lp22,l + A 2,2) + ^2,1)^2 
Note that pijj = 0 if / > .m.ij. 
Step 3: The 100(1 — a)% simultaneous prediction intervals of 饥，<+/,. where /i = 1,2，3 based 
on the Bonferroni procedure can be obtained as follows: 
(?jl’t(/i) — 2;(„/6)<Jii(/I) , yi, tW + 2;(„/G)(3"II(/0). 
Step 4: By using equation (2.21), all the estimates of covariances can be obtained as follows: 
C�t，(ei，d2),ei，,.(l)) = 5ii(2, l) = duA 
Coi;(ei,,(3),ei,,(l)) = Sn(3 , l ) = (Ai’iAi’i + ^ 2 , 1 / ^ 1 + Au)苟 
Coi;(ei,i(3),ei,,(2)) 二 s„(3 ,2) = (AI’I(AI’IAI’I + / k i / k i + Ai，2) + Ai’i)苟 
+Pl2,i0n,1012,1 + A2,1/^ 22,1 + ^I2,2)cl. 
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A A 
Note that (� j ’ i = 0 if / > mij. As a result, the estimate Ri,v'’3 can be found by 
inserting their own estimates in equation (2.22) and note that =村i � for 
i 二 1，2,3. 
S t e p 5: The 'Exact ' 100(1 — a)% simultaneous prediction intervals of iji^t+h where h — 1,2, 3 
can be obtained as follow 
(yi,t(h) - cau(h)，yi,t(h) + can(h)) 
where c is solved by equation (2.24). 
3.4.4 Three variables case 
For /j = 3, we have the following equations for a 3-diniensional autoregressive model. 
7(11 丨 mi2 川 13 
yi’t = A() + ^ + X ] l^my2’t-i + “取"+ 
1=1 1=1 1=1 7/121 J>122 川.23 
2/2,t 二 + f ！hl’iyi’t-l + ^ ,^22,iy2,t-l + X]决3,�3，f-Z + 
/=! 1=1 "131 m32 ”1.33 
/=1 �=1 /=1 
Suppose that all the lag lengths and all the parameters are unknown and we can simply 
find out their estimates by following tlic procedures as in scctioii 3.2 aiid section 3.3. The 
following steps are the procedures of constructing the simultaneous prediction intervals 
for yi’t+ii where li = 1,2,3. 
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step 1: The optimal /i-step ahead linear minimum mean squared error (MSE) forecast at 
forecast origin t for 7/1,<, y2,t and ys^t are respectively 
mil mi2 mi3 
ihAh) = Ao + — I) + YA‘2，i仏Ah - I) + _ 0 
1 = 1 1=1 1=1 
7?12】 7?1；2：2 77123 
ii2Ah~) = ,4o + 艺 Q2uyu{h + ^ :322，ii)2Ah — /) + £ 知,/仏，/(" — 0 /=1 i=\ 1=1 
"131 "132 "133 
y3,t.(h) — + fhijiiiAh 一 I) + thimA^i - /) + — i) 
1=1 1=1 1=1 
where fjijXj) 二 jji.t+j for j < 0 and note that we need to update both 如’t(Ji.), fj2�人h~) 
and (jsjili) before updating fji,tih+V), y2,t{h+l) and :<)3’f(/i +1). By using the above 
equations, we can calculate the values 仏’<(1)，？)u(2) and 众i’,(3). 
S t e p 2: By eqimtioii (3.13), the estimates of the variances of the 1-step, 2-step and 3-step 
ahead forecast error can be obtained. 
l/«r(ei，,(3)) = 二（(Ai’i Au + 么2，1/^1 + A:3，i,4，i + Ai,2)2 + + 1)苟 
+ 1-^ 12,1 + A2,1^ 2,1 + 成3，1&，1 + 成2,2)2 + /^2，1)^  
+ ( ( 成 1，1成3，1 + /?12,1/^23,1 + As,1/533,1 + 成3 ,2 )2 + 銜 3 , 1 )综 
Note that 在丄,=0 if / > � • . 
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step 3: The 100(1 — n)% simultaneous prediction intervals of yi^t+h where h = 1, 2,3 based 
on the Bonferroni procedure can be obtained by equation (3.16) where L = 3. 
ifjhtW 一 … , 仏 ’ + 
Step 4: By using equation (2.21)，all estimates of the covariances can be obtained as follows: 
Coi;(e,.,(3),ei,,,(l)) = Sh(3, 1) = (Ai，iAi’i + /3i2,i&i,i + As.i/^ai.i + Ai,2)c? 
= 5 n ( 3 , 2 ) = (Ai’i ( A u / ^ i + A2’IAI，I + A3，i/ki + 
+ /3 i2 , i (A i , 1 ^12 ,1 + ,^12,1^22,1 
+成3,1 知，1 + 成2，2)与 + 成3，1(成1,1成3，1 
+^2,1 知，1 + A3,i/?33,1 + ,^ 13,2)^ 3. 
Note that = 0 if / > rhij. As a result, the estimate Rvv.s can be found out by 
inserting their own estimates in the equation (2.22) and note that S]i(i, i) = <31 � 
for 2 = 1, 2, 3. 
Step 5: The 'Exact' 100(1 — a)% simultaneous prediction intervals of yi^t+h where h = 1,2,3 
can be obtained as follows 
{yi,tW - c<3"ii(/i)，in’t(Ji) + cau{h)) 
where c is solved by equation (2.24). 
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By using the similar procedures described in this soction 3.4, we can also find out 





In this rha])tor. two illustrative oxanii:)los will bo ^ivon. The first example is a two 
variables case while t he second example is a three variables case. We will construct 95% 
siiniiltaiieoiis predictive intervals for multiple steps ahead forecasts for all the variables 
in both examples. For simplicity, we use "VAR" to indicate the method based on vector 
autoregressive model. Also, we use "Linear" to indicate the method based on a system 
of linear equations with exogenous variables. We will compare the two methods and the 
results will be displayed in Table 4.1a, 4.1b, 4.2a, 4.2b and 4.2c. 
Example 1. We use the sales and a leading indicator in Table B6 of Bowernian and 
Richard (1987) as our first example and the data are extracted from Box and Jenkins 
(1976). The data, set consists of 150 observations. In order to fit the model with a, 
stationary assumption, wc take the first difference of the logarithms of both variables. 
Therefore, the data set consists of 149 observations after differencing. We let "Leading 
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indicator" be the first variable yi’t while "Sales" be the second variable 1/2,t where t = 
1，•••’ 149 . The upper bound of the order and all the lag lengths are set at P = 5. Thus, 
the first five values are set as the piesaniple values. Moreover, in order to evaluate the 
performance of the the methods mentioned before, the last 3 observations i/i’i46+/j and 
2/2,i46+/i where h = 1,2，3 are assigned to the 1-step, 2-step and 3-step ahead forecast 
period and considered as the holdout period. As a result, the sample size is T = 141. We 
will construct 95% siiiiiiltaneous prediction intervals for ？/i’_u6+/i and y-iMH+h respectively 
where //, = 1 ,2 ,3 b), using the methods inentiond before. 
Firstly, we focus on method based on vector autoregressive model. We assume that 
the da ta is modelled by VAR process and the order p and all the parameters of the VAR 
model are unknown. Thus, we need to make use of section 2.2 and 2.3 to estimate all the 
parameters and the order p. We find out that 
p = 5. 
After estimating the order and all the parameters, we follow the steps shown in section 
2.4.3 for constructing the 95% simultaneous prediction intervals for iji^uQ+k where h = 
1,2, 3 based on Bonferroni and Exact procedures respectively. Then, we repeat the steps 
analogously for the second variable. 
Secondly, we focus on the method based on a system of linear equations with exogenous 
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variables. We assume that the data is modelled by a system of linear equations with 
exogenous variables and all the lag lengths and parameters are unknown. By following 
the procedures in section 3.2 and 3.3, we can find out all the estimates of the lag leiigtlis 
and the parameters. The estimated lag lengths are in the following. 
mil = 3 and ihu = 0 
77? 21 = 5 and 77722 = 4. 
After estimating all the parameters and the lag lengths, we follow the steps shown in 
section 3.4.3 for coiist iiicting the 95% siiniiltaneoiis prediction intervals for yi^ uia+k where 
h — 1 ,2 ,3 based on Bonferroni and Exact procedures respectively. Then, we repeat the 
steps analogously for the second variable. 
The normality assumption in this example has already been checked to be valid. 
Tabic 4 . la provides 959f siiimltaiicous prediction intervals for the first variable "Load-
ing indicator" and the actual observations yi^ uQ+h where = 1,2,3 based on both "VAR" 
and "Linear" methods and the two procedures Bonferroni and Exact. Table 4.1b shows 
out the 95% simultaneous predicion intervals for the second variable "Sales" and the ac-
tual observations ^2,i46+/i where h = 1 ,2,3 based on both "VAR" and "Linear" methods 
and the two procedures Bonferroni and Exact. 
From Table 4.1a, all the four types of 95% simultaneous prediction intervals cover 
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the actual observations yi^ue+h where h = 1,2,3. However, all the widths of the 95% 
simultaneous prediction intervals of "Linear" method are narrower than the widths of the 
prediction intervals of "VAR" method under both the Bonferroni and Exact procedure 
respectively. 
From Table 4.1b, all the four types of 95% simultaneous prediction intervals cover the 
actual observations y2,i46+h where h = 1,2,3. Also, all the widths of the 95% simultaneous 
prediction intervals of "Linear" method are the same as the widths of the prediction 
intervals of '"VAR" method uiicler both Bonferroni and Exact procedure respectively. 
Ill this example, "Linear" method is better than (he "VAR" method for constructing 
simult aneous prediction intervals because it can provide narrower widths of the intervals 
for tho first variable. 
Example 2. We adopt the west Gennan fixed investment, disposable income and 
consumption expenditures in Table E.l of Liitkepohl (1993) as our second example. We 
use data from 1960 to 1982 and there are totally 92 observations. As we want to fit a 
model with stationary assuniption, we take the first difference of the logarithms of all 
variables. We sot “Investment,” as tho first variable 奶’< where Z = 1，...，91 while "Income" 
and "Consumption" are respectively the second variable 取力 and third variable 他力 where 
t = 1,..., 91. Also, the upper bound of all the orders are set at, P = 5 and thus the 
first five values are set as the presample values. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the 
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performances of the methods mentioned before, the last 3 observations yi，88+/i，y2,88+h 
and ；(/3,88+/i where Ji = 1 ,2 ,3 are assigned to the 1-step, 2-step and 3-step ahead forecast 
period as t = 89, 90, 91 are considered as the holdout period. As a result, the sample size 
is T = 83. We will construct 95% simultaneous prediction intervals for 2/i,88+/n ？/2,88+/i 
and i/3’88+/t respectively where h = 1, 2, 3 by using the methods nientiond before. 
Firstly, we focus on the method based on vector autoregressive model. We assume 
that the data is modelled by VAR process and the order p and all the parameters of the 
VAR model are unknown. Thus, we need to make use of section 2.2 and 2.3 to estimate 
all the paranieters and t he order p. We find out that 
p = 2. 
After estiinatiiig t he order and all the i)araineters, we follow the steps shown in section 
2.4.4 for constructing the 95% simultaneous prediction intervals for yi^ ss+h where h = 
1,2, 3 based on Bonferroni and Exact procedure respectively. Then, we repeat the steps 
analogously for the the second variable and the third variable. 
Secondly, we focus on method based on a system of linear equations with exogenous 
variables. We assume that the data is modelled by a system of linear equations with 
exogenous variables and all the lag lengths and parameters are unknown. By following 
the procedures in section 3.2 and 3.3, we can find out all the estimates of the lag lengths 
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and the parameters. The estimated lag lengths are as in the following: 
mil = 4 ’ mi2 = 1 , mis = 0 
m 2 1 = 1 , m 2 2 = 3 , 77223 = 0 
论31 = 0 , 77?.32 = 3 , m s s = 3 . 
After estimating all the parameters and lag lengths, we follow the steps shown in section 
3.4.4 for constructing the 95% simultaneous prediction intervals for yi^ss+n where li = 
1, 2, 3 based oii Bonferroni and Exact procedure respectively. Then, we repeat the steps 
analogously for the second variable and the t hird variable. 
The normality assumption in this example has already been checked to be valid. 
Table 4.2a shows out all the 95% simultaneous prediction intervals for the first vari-
able “Iiivestmei.it” while Table 4.2b and 4.2c show out all the 95% simultaneous predicioii 
intervals for the second variable "Income" and the third variable "Consumption" respec-
tively. 
For each of the three variables, all the four types of 95% simiiltaneoiis prediction 
intervals cover the actual observations. However, all the widths of the 95% simultaneous 
prediction intervals of "Linear" method are narrower than the widths of the prediction 
intervals of "VAR" method under the Bonferroni and Exact procedure respectively. 
Ill this example, "Linear" method is better than the "VAR" method because it can 
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provide narrower widths of simultaneous prediction intervals for all the three variables. 
In the next chapter, we will evaluate their performances by a simulation study. 
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Table -1.1a 05% .simultaneous prediction intervals for the first, variable in Example I 
li-stcp ahead Lower Upper Interval Actual 
Method Procedure forecast bound bound width Observation 
V A R ~ Bonferroni 1 -0.0627 0.0557 0.1184 ~ - 0 . 0 0 5 2 ^ 
2 -0.0646 0.0668 0.1313 0.0191 
3 -0.0602 0.0716 0.1318 -0.0272 
~~Exact i -0 .06210 .05510 .1172 -0.0052 
2 -0.0639 0.06G1 0.1300 0.0191 
3 -0.0595 0.0709 0.1304 -0.0272 
L i nea rBon fe r ron i 1 -0.0599 0.0567 0.1166 ~-0.0052 
2 -0.0640 0.0660 0.1299 0.0191 
3 -0.0022 0.0678 0.1300 -0.0272 
Exact i -0.05930.05G1 ~~0.1153 -0 .0052^ 
2 -0.0633 0.0653 0.128G 0.0191 
3 -0.0615 0.0671 0.1287 -0.0272 
Tabic 4.1b 95% simultaneous prediction intervals for the sccoiicl variable in Example 1 
li-stcp ahead Lower Upper Interval Actual 
Method Proccclmc forecast bound hound width Observation 
VAR Bonferroni 1 -0 .0070-0.00150.0055 -0.0038 
2 -0.0006 0.0050 0.005G 0.0015 
3 0.0000 0.0058 0.0058 0.0019 
Exact i -0.0070~-0.0015~0.0055 -0.0038 
2 -0.0006 0.0050 0.0056 0.0015 
3 0.0000 0.0057 0.0058 0.0019 
L i n e a r B o n f c n o i i i 1 -0.0072~~-0.00170.0055 -0.0038~ 
2 -0.0008 0.0048 0.0056 0.0015 
3 -0.0003 0.0055 0.0058 0.0019 
^ E x a c t i -0.0071~-0.0017”0.0055 -0.0038 
2 -0.0007 0.0048 0.0056 0.0015 
3 -0.0003 0.0055 0.0058 0.0019 
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Table -1.1a 05% .simultaneous prediction intervals for the first, variable in Example I 
h-stcp ahead Lower Upper Interval Actual 
Method Procedure forecast bound bound width Observation 
V A R ~ Bonferroni 1 -0.0911 0.1234 0.2145 0.0283 
2 -0.1040 0.1194 0.2233 0.0085 
3 -0.1007 0.1236 0.2243 -0.0012 
Exact i -0 .09080 .12300 .2138 0 . 0 2 8 3 ^ 
2 -0.1036 0.1190 0.2225 0.0085 
3 -0.1003 0.1232 0.2235 -0.0012 
Linear Bonferroni 1 -0.07G0 0.1291 0.2051 0.0283 
2 -0.1041 0.1089 0.2130 0.0085 
3 -0.11G7 0.09C5 0.2132 -0.0012 
Exact 1 -0.07560.1286~0.2042 0.0283 
2 -0.103G 0.1084 0.2120 0.0085 
3 -0.1162 0.0960 0.2122 -0.0012 
Tabic 4.2b 95% siimiltaiicous prediction intervals for the sccond variable in Example 2 
li-stcp ahead Lower Upper Interval Actual 
Method Procctlurc forecast bound bemud width Observation 
VAR Bonferroni 1 -0.0154~0.03880.0542 -0.0080 
2 -0.0113 0.0449 0.05G3 0.0038 
3 -0.()1()7 0.0464 0.0571 0.0087 
~~Exact i -0.0153~0.03880.0541 -0.0080 
2 -0.0113 0.0449 0.0561 0.0038 
3 -0.0107 0.0463 0.0569 0.0087 
L i nea rBon f e r r on i 1 -0.01120.0425~0.0538 -0.0080 
2 -0.0090 0.0454 0.0544 0.0038 
3 -0.0117 0.0429 0.0546 0.0087 
Exact 1 -0 .01120 .04240 .0536 -0.0080 
2 -0.0089 0.0453 0.0543 0.0038 
3 -O.OllC 0.0429 0.0545 0.0087 
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Table -1.1a 05% .simultaneous prediction intervals for the first, variable in Example I 
h-stcp ahead Lower Upper Interval Actual 
Method Procedure forecast bound bound width Observation 
VAR Bonferroni 1 -0 .00740 .03960 .0470 0.0009 
2 -0.0129 0.0379 0.0508 0.0058 
3 -0.0088 0.0443 0.0531 0.0093 
^ E x a c t i -0 .00730 .03950 .0468 0.0009 
2 -0.0128 0.0378 0.0507 0.0058 
3 -0.0087 0.0442 0.0529 0.0093 
L i nea rBon f e r r on i 1 -0 .00310 .04140 .0444 0 . 0 0 0 9 ^ 
2 -0.013G 0.0371 0.0506 0.0058 
3 -0.0114 0.0414 0.0527 0.0093 
Exact 1 -0 .00290 .04120 .0441 0.0009 
2 -0.0133 0.0368 0.0502 0.0058 
3 -0.0112 0.0411 0.0523 0.0093 
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Chapter 5 
A Simulation Study 
111 this chapter, we try to evaluate the performance of the methods described in the 
previous chapters. We provide a simulation study and compare the results of all the 
methods when coiistnictiiig 95% siiinillaneoiis prediction intervals for the multiple steps 
ahead forecasts in two and three-dimensional VAR situations. Similar to chapter 4，we 
use "VAR" to represent the method bailed on vector autoregressive model and we use 
"Linear" to represent the method based on a system of linear equations with exogenous 
variables. 
5.1 Design of the experiment 
The following two models are chosen for the simulation. 
Model 1 : A two-dimensional VAR(2) process 
( 0 . 0 \ ( 0.50 0.00 \ ( 0.30 0.00 \ 
y亡=L 0.0 J + ( 0.20 0.40 ) y � 1 + ( 0.20 0.00 J 丫“ + 
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with E . = ( 0 . 9 0 0 . 1 0 ) �0.10 0.80 y 
Model 2 : A three-dimensional VAR(2) process 
/ 0.0 \ / 0.40 0.00 0.00 \ / 0.30 0.00 0.00 \ 
y< = 0.0 + 0.20 0.40 0.00 y卜i + 0.20 0.00 0.00 y,._2 + u,. 
\ 0.0 / \ 0.00 0.30 0.40 / \ 0.00 0.00 0.30 / 
/ 1.20 0.10 0.20 \ 
with = 0.10 1.00 0.00 . 
V 0.20 0.00 1.00 y/ 
In each model, i i / s are identically, idepeiidently and normally distributed with mean 0 
and CO variance matrix S,‘. Now, we first outline the steps for the simulation study of 
Model 1. 
Step 1: Input V , Ai(i = 1 , of Model 1. 
Step 2: 353 observations y^，力=1’...，353 are generated from the model. 
Step 3: Discard the first 200 observations y^ , to reduce the impact of star ting-up values, and 
the last 3 observations are assigned to the 1-step, 2-step and 3-step ahead forecast 
period for evaluating the performance of forecasts. Thus, n is equal to 150. 
Step 4: The maximum order and lag length P is set to 5, so the first 5 observations are set 
aside for the presample values. Therefore T 二 150 - 5 = 145. 
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The "VAR" method and the "Linear" method will be applied to the generated data 
respectively. Each of their steps are listed below. 
For "VAR" method: 
Step 5a: Construct Y and Z by equation (2.7). 
Step 6a: Compute B =： (v, A i , . . . , Ap) by equation (2.9). 
Step 7a: Evaluate S,, by equation (2.10) and adjust it. by equation (2.12). 
Step 8a: Compute the AIC value by equation (2.13). 
Step 9a: Repeat Step 5a to Step 8a for p = 0，1，2，3，4,5. 
Step 10a: Choose the order p which minimize the AIC. 
Step 11a: Adopt the steps in section 2.4.3. 
Step 12a: Construct the 95% simultaneous prediction intervals based on the Bonferroni pro-
cedure of 2/i’35()+/i where h = 1,2，3. The width of the Ji-step ahead forecast is 
calculated as 
for h = 1,2,3 where 2;(o.o5/6) is the (0.05/6)tli upper percentile of the standard 
normal distribution. 
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s t ep 13a: Construct the 95% simultaneous prediction intervals based on the Exact procedure 
of ^i,35o+/i where h = 1，2，3. The width of the h-step ahead forecast is calculated as 
2can(h) 
for h = 1,2,3. 
Step 14a: Repeat Step 11a to 13a analogously for y2’t. 
Step 15a: Repeat Step 2 to Step 4 and Step 5a to Step 14a, for NR replications. 
Step 16a: For each variable, sum the NR. widths of h-step ahead forecast and divide the total 
by N R to obtain the average width for the /i-step ahead forecast for the Bonferroni 
and Exact procedure respectively where h == 1,2,3. 
Step 17a: For each variable, count separately how many times the last three observations in 
the forecast period are all within the 95% simultaneous prediction intervals and 
divide the count by NR to obtain the coverage probability for the Bonferroni and 
Exact procedure respectively. 
For "Linear" method: 
Step 5b: Adopt the steps in section 3.3.1 and repeat the steps analogously for 取t. As a 
result, we can obtain the estimates of all the lag lengths and parameters. 
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Step 6b: Adopt the steps in section 3.4.3. 
S t ep 7b: Construct the 95% simultaneous prediction intervals based on Bonferroni procedure 
of ？yi,35o+/i where h = 1, 2,3. The width of the /i-step ahead forecast is calculated as 
for h = 1,2,3 where 2(0.05/6) is the (0.05/6)th upper percentile of the standard • 
iionnal distribution. 
Step 8b: Construct the 95% simultaneous piedict.icm intervals based on the Exact procedure 
of ？/i,35()+/i where h = 1, 2,3. The width of the ".-step alieacl forecast is calculated as 
2ccTu{h) 
for h = 1,2,3. 
Step 9b: Repeat Step 6b to 8b analogously for ' "2� 
Step 10b: Repeat Step 2 to Step 4 and Step 5b to Step 9b for NR replications. 
Step l i b : For each variable, sum the NR widths of h-step ahead forecast and divide the total 
by N R to obtain the average width for the /i-step ahead forecast for the Bonferroni 
and Exact procedure respectively where h = 1,2,3. 
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Step 12b: For each variable, count separately how many times the last three observations in 
the forecast period are all within the 95% simultaneous prediction intervals and 
divide the count by NR to obtain the coverage probability for the Bonferroni and 
Exact procedure respectively. 
Step 13b: For each variable, compute the percentage change in the average width of the h-step 
ahead forecast, h = 1,2,3，when using "Linear" method instead of "VAR" method 
for the Bonferroni and Exact procedure respectively. 
Now, we oil Mine the steps for the simulation study of Model 2. 
Step 1，： Input V , Ai{i = 1 , . . . , / ; ) , Y^ u of Model 2. 
Step 2': Adopt Step 2 to 4 of the above sinmlat.ion. 
For "VAR" method: 
S t e p 3a，： Adopt Step 5a to iOa of the above simulation. 
S t e p 4a，： Adopt the steps in section 2.4.4. 
S t e p 5a，： Adopt Step 12a to 13a of the above simulation. 
S t e p 6a，： Repeat Step 4a' to 5a，analogously for and 2/3,t • 
S t e p 7a，： Repeat Step 2’ and Step 3a’ to Step 6a' for NR replications. 
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Step 8a，： Adopt Step 16a to 17a of the above simulation. 
For "Linear" method: 
Step 3b，： Adopt the steps in section 3.3.2 and repeat the steps analogously for 仍’t and y缺 
As a result, we can obtain the estimates of all the lag lengths and parameters. 
Step 4b，： Adopt the steps in section 3.4.4. 
Step 5b，： Adopt Step 7b to 81') of the above simulation. 
Step 6b，： Repeat Step 4b，to 5b' analogously for "2’/. and ；1/3’,. 
Step 7b’： Repeat Step 2，and Step 3b，to Step 6b' for NR replications. 
Step 8b’： Adopt Step l i b to 13b of the above simulation. 
5.2 Simulation results 
The procedures described in the previous section have been applied to Model 1 and 
Model 2 respectively. Besides, we take N R = 10000. The simulation results have been 
shown in Table 5.1a, 5.1b, 5.2a, 5.2b and 5.2c respectively. 
Table 5.1a and 5.1b list the average width of the /i-step ahead forecast where h = 1,2,3 
and the coverage probabilities of the both methods under Bonferroni and Exact procedure 
respectively for both variables in Model 1. We can see that both methods perform similarly 
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in the coverage probabilities. However, the average widths of "Linear" method are all 
narrower than the "VAR" method and the improvement is close to 2% in the 3-step ahead 
forecast for the second variable under Bonferroni and Exact procedure respectively. 
Table 5.2a, 5.2b and 5.2c list the average width of the "-step ahead forecast where 
h = 1,2’ 3 and the coverage probabilities of the both methods under Bonferroni and 
Exact procedure respectively for all the three variables in Model 2. We can observe that 
both "VAR" and "Linear" methods also perform similarly in the coverage probabilities. 
Nevertheless, the average widths of "Linear" method are all narrower than t.lie "VAR" 
method and (.he iiiiproveinent is close to 1% on average. 
Ill this sinmlt.ciion study, it can be seen that "Linear" method is superior than the 
"VAR" method because it can provide shorter siiniiltaneoiis prediction intervals. Also, 
we can observe that the average width of the Bonferroni Procedure are always wider than 
the c o i T e s p o n d i n g width of the Exact Procedure. For comparing the both procedures, we 
have calculated the percentage change of t he average width of the "-step ahead forecast 
where h = 1 ,2 ,3 when using Exact procedure instead of the Bonferroni procedure under 
the "Linear" method and "VAR" method respectively for both Model 1 and 2 and the 
results are shown in Table 5.3a, 5.3b, 5.3c and 5.3d respectively. From these tables, the 
coverage probabilities of two procedures are very close, but all the average widths of 
the Exact procedure are narrower than the widths of the Bonferroni procedure and the 
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improvement is around 1% on average. We can conclude that the Exact procedure is 
preferred for both "Linear" and "VAR" method. 
5.3 Concluding remarks 
In this t hesis, we have discussed two approaches for constructing siiniiltaneoiis pre-
diction intervals for the mult,pie steps ahead forecasts in vector time series. One is based 
on the vector aiitoregressive model while another approach is based on a, system of lin-
ear equations with exogenous variables without any restriction on the lag lengths. From 
t he t wo illnstrativc examples and the sinmlatioii study, wc have [oiiikI thai the approach 
ba«e(l on a system of linear equations with exogenous variables is superior than the other 
approach l^ecaiise it can provide narrower siniultaneoiis prediction intervals. Moreover, 
the Exact procedure for coiislriictiiig siiimltaneoiis prediction intervals are preferred for 
both approaches because it, can provide narrower widths, but approximately the same 
coverage probabilities when compared with the Bonferroni procedure. 
5.4 Further research 
111 this thesis, there is an assumption that, the white noise follows the normal distri-
bution. For further research, we can check out the robustness of both 'VAR' and 'Linear' 
methods when the white noise does not follow the normal distribution assumption. For 
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instance, wo can simulate the white noise from different probability distributions such as 
student's t distribution and uniform distribution, and use the procedures described in the 
previous chapters to find out whether the proposed methods are reasonably good under 
these situations. 
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Table 5.1a Average widths and coverage probabilities for yi,35o+/M h = 1,2,3 under Model 1 
/i-step-ahead Avg. width % change Coverage prob. 
Procedure period VAR Linear in width VAR Linear 
method method method method 
Bonferroni h = 1 4.528 4.503 -0.552 0.943 0.944 
h = 2 5.070 5.029 -0.809 
h = 3 5.616 5.578 -0.677 
Exact h = 1 4.451 4.426 -0.562 0.937 0.939 
h = 2 4.983 4.943 -0.803 
li = 3 5.519 5.482 -0.670 
Table 5.1b Average widths and coverage probabilities for 1/2,350+/),, h —. 1,2,3 under Model 1 
"-step-ahead Avg. width % change Coverage prob. 
Procedure period VAR Linear in width VAR Linear 
method method method method 
Bonferroni h = 1 4.267 4.252 -0.352 0.944 0.942 
h = 2 4.740 4.6G9 -1.498 
h = 3 5.131 5.029 -1.988 
Exact h = 1 4.223 4.213 -0.237 0.941 0.939 
h = 2 4.690 4.626 -1.365 
h = 3 5.077 4.983 -1.851 
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Table 5.1a Average widths and coverage probabilities for yi,35o+/M h = 1,2,3 under Model 1 
/i-step-ahead Avg. width % change Coverage prob. 
Procedure period VAR Linear in width VAR Linear 
method method method method 
Bonferroni h = 1 5.230 5.177 -1.013 0.942 0.941 
h = 2 5.649 5.583 -1.168 
h = 2> 6.116 6.052 -1.046 
Exact h 二 1 5.166 5.113 -1.026 0.938 0.938 
h = 2 5.580 5.513 -1.201 
li = 3 6.041 5.976 -1.076 
Table 5.2b Average widths and coverage probabilities for y2,-350+11, h = 1,2,3 under Model 2 
/i-step-ahead Avg. width % change Coverage prob. 
Procedure period VAR Linear in width VAR Linear 
method method method method 
Bonferroni h = 1 4.775 4.737 - 0 . 7 9 6 ~ 0.937 0.935 
h = 2 5.307 5.215 -1.734 
h = 3 5.732 5.611 -2.111 
Exact h = 1 4.728 4.694 -0.719 0.934 0.932 
h = 2 5.253 5.167 -1.637 
h = 3 5.675 5.559 -2.044 
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Table 5.1a Average widths and coverage probabilities for yi,35o+/M h = 1,2,3 under Model 1 
/i-step-ahead Avg. width % change Coverage prob. 
Procedure period VAR Linear in width VAR Linear 
method method method method 
Boiiferioni h = 1 4.775 4.732 -0.901 0.944 0.942 
li = 2 5.357 5.303 -1.008 
h = 3 5.926 5.836 -1.519 
Exact li = l Zm -0.891 0.938 
h = 2 5.291 5.238 -1.002 
li = 3 5.853 5.764 -1.521 
Table 5.3a Average widths and coverage probabilities for Model 1 
Using "Linear" method 
/^-step-ahead Avg. width % change Coverage piob. 
period Bonferroni Exact in width Bonferroni Exact 
procedure procedure procedure procedure 
yi,35o+/, J T ^ -1.710 ( m S 
h = 2 5.029 4.943 -1.710 
h = 3 5.578 5.482 -1.721 
取350+/1 h = 1 -0.917 ( i r a ^ 
h = 2 4.669 4.626 -0.921 
h = 'd 5.029 4.983 -0.915 
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Table 5.3b Average widths and coverage probabilities for Model 2 
Using "Linear" method 
"-step-ahead Avg. width % change Coverage prob. 
period Bonferroni Exact in width Bonferroni Exact 
procedure procedure procedure procedure 
Ti,35o+/. 5^77 5 l i 3 -1.236 o S l ^ 
h 二 2 5.583 5.513 -1.254 
h = 3 6.052 5.976 -1.25(3 
T2,35O+/. J ^ l -0.908 ^ 
/z = 2 5.215 5.167 -0.920 
k = 3 5.611 5.559 -0.927 
1/3,350+/., I m -1.226 ^ 0.938 
h = 2 5.303 5.238 -1.226 
li = 3 5.836 5.764 -1.234 
Table 5.3c Average widths and coverage probaljilities for Model 1 
Using "VAR" method 
"-step-ahead Avg. width % change Coverage prob. 
period Bonferroni Exact in width Bonferroni Exact 
procedure procedure procedure procedure 
？/i,350+/i h = 1 4.528 4.451 -1.701 —~~0.943 0.937 
h = 2 5.070 4.983 -1.716 
h = 3 5.616 5.519 -1.727 
？72,35o+/i h = 1 4.267 4.223 -1.031 —~0.944 0.941 
h = 2 4.740 4.690 -1.055 
h = 3 5.131 5.077 -1.052 
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Table 5.3d Average widths and coverage probabilities for Model 2 
Using "VAR" method 
/i-step-ahead Avg. width % change Coverage prob. 
period Bonferroni Exact in width Bonferroni Exact 
procedure procedure procedure procedure 
yi,350+k h = 1 5.230 5.166 -1.224 0.942 0.938 
h = 2 5.649 5.580 -1.221 
h = 3 6.116 6.041 -1.226 
y2,350+k h = 1 4775 4.728 -0.984 0.937 0.934 
h = 2 5.307 5.253 -1.018 
h = 3 5.732 5.675 -0.994 
y3,35o+h. h = 1 4.775 4.716 -1.236 0.944 0.940 
h = 2 5.357 5.291 -1.232 
h = 3 5.926 5.853 -1.232 
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